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incident, I was very lucky because Mathematics was so clean cut and easy to me, I never
got a sum wrong. But many others were strapped repeatedly
The work we were required to do was varied but always hard. If we were pushing a
wheelbarrow of wet cement up an incline and we spilt any of it, we were beaten. If we
were carrying a number of tiles up a an almost vertical ladder to a roof - and we slipped
or dropped a tile, we were beaten. If we did anything wrong we got the strap and this
made us very afraid of our teachers and the only respite we ever got from them was when
we were allowed to play on a Sunday afternoon and basically do what we wanted and
many of these hours were spent in the bush, playing, well away from the brothers and
their harsh rules.
I remember on a number of occasions when a group of us were gathered in the courtyard
and a question was put to us about something that was stolen or some other subject, a
child would be pulled from the group and systematically beaten to try to beat a
confession out of him. When he did not confess and it was obvious he did not do it,
another child would be taken from the group and subjected to the same treatment, about 4
or 5 children would be beaten in this way and I never knew of any of these incidents to
obtain the required result. Perhaps the CUlprit was not among those in the group.
Brother Quiligan the principal was the one that 19t.11d condlit this type of information
~~~'

Another frightening experience was a dog named "devil" owned by brother Moor who
would sic the dog onto a S;hild to frighten him and the dog would be barking loudly and
with teeth bared' - would ~ive the child a few mom~nts of terror - on two occasions, I
saw a child bitten above the knee, before the dog was called back. However, this poorly
trained animal bite the face of a little girl, the child of some visitors to the orphanage and
was put down. I can vividly remember the relief I felt at this mongrel being put down
and now that the damn thing was dead and buried, I need n01 be ,concerned about it any
more. No one who treats a dog in this way deserves to own'a dog, or more importantly
be in charge of children.
I was part of one job I did like, we were taken out to where some clearing had been done.
The area was vast (at least 150 acres) and all over this area was heaped trees, it was our
job to go around setting these heaps on fire. But the next day was different, the heaps
and burnt down and unburned logs were scattered about. It was now our job to pick these
pieces of unburned wood, together in the centre and get them burning again. Normally
this could have been an enjoyable task. But because we were barefooted, we often trod on
ground that seemed okay, but was just ash and wood was burning below it. Our feet were
quite badly burnt that day. We also suffered from burning on the hands because - some
of the wood we picked up was burning too.
On one occasion a truck carrying sheep turned over on the main road to bindoon and
somehow the dead sheep were taken to the pig sty at boys town. It was our job to skin
these carcasses and the skins were hung on a fence, the carcasses given to the pigs. This
was an appalling job and really quite distasteful. The first day was not so bad, the second
day was not so good as the carcasses were becoming a bit ripe. The 3rd day was horrible
as the carcasses were starting to go green and if anyone accidentally opened up the gut
while trying to remove the skin, the smell was so bad it cause us kids to hold our noses
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believed - or in the least, investigated. We were totally abused and were given a token
amount ofeducation. I consider myself to have some mental problems (confined to a
complete hate of religion and authority) so on the outside I may even seem nonnal.
But it should not have happened and the Christian brothers should have been brought to
task about the whold matter - instead I paying lots of money to see they were not.
This is some of the things that happened to me as a child - I even believe I got off light,
compared to other kids.
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